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Experience „Sport Games for children and teenagers”   (handout)  

1. Topic-Ball (15-20 min)  

All players in a circle, 4 balls, 3 balls get a certain topic (name, clothes, hobby e.g.); The balls 

were thrown into game on after another: 1st ball is the name ball, players throw it in special 

order, everybody has to catch the ball once in the round, players have to remember well to 

whom they have to throw the ball and call the person´s name; 2nd ball is clothes-ball: persons 

chose another order of throwing and call people with a special piece of clothing they wear; 

3rd ball is hobby-ball, first player (game leader) starts – like every round – and asks another 

person for his/ her favourite hobby and calls him/her in this round with e.g. “football”.  

So we have 3 different ways of throwing and catching the 3 different balls and have to 

remember their correct ways and the persons we have to throw the balls to. The 4th ball is 

handed over every second person in the circle – against the clock. At the end, all 4 balls are 

running! You can stop the time how long the circulation of all balls last until they go back to 

the game leader.  

Material: 4 different balls, (stopwatch)   

 

2. Whistle-Number-Reaction-Game (10-15 min)  

2 rows stand face to face – in a distance of approx. 20 meters, every player has his opponent, 

the players who stand face to face get the same number, e.g. we have 20 players – so we use 

the numbers 1-10. In the middle between the two rows is a box/basket. Every group has one 

ball. Aim is to run to the box and to throw the own ball at first into the basket. At the 

beginning, both persons with number 1 have their group´s ball. The game leader whistles, 

calls e.g. number 7, then the ball has to be given through the row, person no. 7 gets the ball, 

runs to basket and throws ball from a defined line into basket. Who scores first, gets the 

point for his team.  

Variation: Game leader asks question (quiz) before blowing the whistle and calling the 

number. Person who has to run has to answer question, others in team can help.  

Material: whistle, 2 identical balls, tape, box  

 

3. “Shot the grouse” (Moorhuhn-Schießen) (10-15 min)  

Players in a circle, in the middle is a pylon with a swimming duck, 

one person is also in the middle and has to protect the duck/grouse 

sitting on his bush/tree/house…  

Other players have to shoot the animal. “Grouse-Protector” loses if 

animal falls down from the pylon.  

Variation: -change throwing technique – use more balls – smaller 

swimming duck – two protectors – measure time, how long 

protection will last – change protect-modus: with two people, 

standing at only one leg …  

Material: 3 Soft balls, pylon, swimming duck  

 

4.  “Story Bus” (“Family Morgenroth”)  

All participants are sitting in a row like in a bus – two together in a seat – with face to game 

leader. The people next to each other play the same character, e.g. mother, father, baby, 

sister (chose own character group) Game leader tells a story where all the characters occur. 
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If someone is called, the two persons with this name have to run around the whole “bus”. 

Who is first back at his seat gets the point for his team.  

Material: paper, pen, chairs or place markers for every player, 2 pylons   

Variation:  a) Invent a story with characters b) Chose a bible story and use the characters, 

perhaps invent some more persons who could have been living at the place the story had 

happened   

 

5. “Viking Rugby” 

Played with 2 teams, with a ball or funny thing (rubber chicken e.g.). All players are running 

around in a field. One player of team A throws the rubber chicken as far as possible. Now 

team A has to run closely together, make a pile as small as possible and one of the members 

has to run around the pile as often as possible. His group counts the rounds. The other group 

– B – has to pick up the chicken,  make a row and give the chicken from behind to the front 

to the first person in row. If this is finished, player of team A has to stop running. Now the 

team tasks change. You can play e.g. 10 rounds and count total points finally.  

Material: ball or funny thing  

 

6. “Golden deer” 

One person is chosen to go out of the room for 30 seconds and be the “hunter”. The others 

chose a player to be the “golden deer”. All people – the deer pride - are running around in 

the field. The “hunter” enters and has to catch the “golden deer”; the other deer have to 

avoid the shot of the “golden deer”.  If it´s caught, the game is finished. You can stop the 

time how long each hunter takes for catching the special deer.  

Variation: Play with two hunters and throwing balls at players.  

Material: 1-2 balls, stopwatch  

 

7. “Running goal”  

Tow teams of max. 10 players play a form of “basketball” against each other. Instead of 

baskets you use two gym hoops which have to be transported by one player from each team 

– within the circles of free throw places. Other players must not step into these areas. You 

score if ball is shot into hoop.  

Variation: a) hoop-players are allowed to run in the whole field b) hoops are carried from 2 

or 3 players  
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